
DEEPWATER HORIZON 

CLAIMS CENTER 
ECO,'OMJ<:~ PROPE~TY OAMAGE <:lAIMS 

APPEAL PANEL DECIS :oN FORM 

I. CLAIMANT AND CLAIM I l'fFORMATI tN 

La ;t/Name of Business First 

Claimant Name 

Claimant ID Claim ID 

Claim Type 

Law Firm 

II. DECISION 

Middle 

Select the Compensation A 1ount set forth in either BP's Final Proposal or the Claimant's Final Proposal as t 1e 
final outcome on the claim and check the appropriate box to signify your d ~cision. 

Compensation Amount $45,587 

~ BP's Final Proposal Risk Transfer Premium .25 

Prior Payment Offset $0 

Compensation Amount $68,859.22 

D Claimant's =inal Prop C»sal Risk Transfer Premium .25 

Prior Payment Offset $0 

III. PRIMARY BASIS FOR PANEUST DECISION 

Please select the primary b 1sis for your decision. You may als) write a comment describing the basis for your 
decision. 

~Error in documentation review. 

D Error in cal :ulation. 

D Error in RT 1 multiplier. 

D Error in Pri tr Spill-Rei ated Payment Amount. 

D No error. 

Comment (opti?nal): 

Reasons uploaded 

BPAPP00045



. - CLAIM ID 

The Settlement Program awarded claimant the sum of $68,859.22 (pre-.25 RTP) on
this BEL claim.  BP appeals asserting:

1) The Settlement Program did not properly assign revenue to the months
where it was earned; and

2) The Settlement Program mis-classified claimant’s maintenance expense
as 100% fixed.

Addressing issue 1, this claim was properly handled under Policy 495.  The Claims
Administrator determined that claimant’s financials were not sufficiently matched and
calculated the claim under the Annual Variable Margin (AVM) methodology.  This panelist
has reviewed the record and finds that BP’s appeal or this issue is without merit.

Moving to issue 2, it should be noted that claimant’s Final Proposal was $68,859.22
(pre-.25 RTP) and BP’s Final Proposal was $45,587.00 (pre-.25 RTP).  BP’s Final Proposal
is based upon claimant’s “maintenance” expense being treated as 50% repair expense and
50% maintenance expense.  Exhibit 4D of the Settlement Agreement provides in pertinent
part:

“If claimant’s financial statement, books and/or records do not
separately identify Maintenance costs and Repair costs,
claimant shall allocate costs associated with Repairs and
Maintenance 50% to fixed costs and 50% to variable costs.”

Claimant’s P&L’s have a category labeled automobile repair expenses.  The P&L’s
have three categories of maintenance expense, namely “Building Maintenance”,
“Equipment Maintenance” and “Computer Maintenance”.  Claimant asserts that since its
P&L’s have an automobile repair category, the 50/50 provision does not apply.

This Panelists has reviewed claimant’s P&L’s and tax returns.  The monthly entries
under the three “Maintenance” categories vary significantly from month to month and from
year to year.  Accordingly, this Panelist finds that the 50/50 rule in Exhibit 4D applies
here.

Accordingly, BP’s Final Proposal is the correct result.


